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We extend a cordial welcome to Brian Purcell of Worcester whose collecting interests include Cannock and Bristol 
postal history, and Geoff Oxley who collects Oxfordshire as well as mail to the German States, 1815-1875. 

THE SOCIETY CONSTITUTION 

Following agreement at the Annual General Meeting, the Society's revised rnles - now the Constitution, dated april 
2010-have become operative. Members should note that "hall" in paragraph 8(e) should be amended to read "shall". 

LIBRARY RULES 

The Committee has recently completed a review of the rules of the Society's library. Some minor changes have been 
made as regards the loan of books published by the Society but out of print, and to the paragraph on copyright. A copy 
of the revised rules, in a similar format to the Society's Constitution, is enclosed with this issue. 

THE NEW SEASON 

The frrst meeting of the new season will be on 11th September - not 13th as announced at Worcester - and will be an 
all-day joint meeting at Kington St Michael with the Somerset & Dorset Postal History and the Bristol Postal History 
Group. An information sheet will be included with Midland Mail in August but please note the date as there will be an 
'not to be missed' display by Malcolm Ray-Smith. 

A second date to be noted is 13th November at Warwick when Tom Slemons, who has just won a Large Vermeil medal 
at London 2010, will be visiting us from Indiana, USA, no less, to show 'Unusual Aspects of Suffolk Postal Hist01y' 

SOCIETY SALES 

There are only a handful ofremaining copies of the Oxfordshire Supplement to the Society's 'local posts' book. If you 
have the original, you should certainly buy this to complete it, whatever your county of interest. The cost is £5 plus 
£1.50 p&p. 

Page two of 'Midland Mail' No. 164 gave details of a CD of mailcoach timebills. It is proving popular and will help 
many areas of local research. Again, it costs £5 on indefinite loan (plus £1.25 p&p) and numbers are very limited. 
Please contact John Calladine on 01249-758148. 
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND AUCTION 

The Annual General Meeting was held on 17th April 2010 at st Germain's Church Hall, Birmingham. Twenty-three 
members were present, and nine members sent apologies. 

The Chairman reflected on his three years in office and thanked everyone for their attendance at meetings and for the 
abundance of interesting material shown. He particularly wished to thank all the officers for their hard work which, he 
said, went unseen by the majority of members. He said that the Society was solidly financed and had been able to 
sustain its membership. It had become clear to him that the Society rules would benefit from updating and, with the 
help of the General Secretary, they had been revised. Members would be asked shortly to approve the revisions which 
had been thoroughly vetted by the Committee. 

The Treasurer distributed copies of the balance sheet to 31st March. This showed that income from gifts sold at the 
auction and the commission were up £100 and £80 respectively, but the cost ofroom hire was up by £111. However, 
despite the very low rate of interest on the Building Society account, there was an excess of income over expenditure of 
£132.21. His proposal that the subscription remain at £10 was supported unanimously. 

The General Secretary read out a report from the Editor of Midland Mail in which he thanked both John Calladine and 
Martin Scroggs for producing the series of articles on the Oxfordshire Local Posts. Copies of the cumulative index for 
issues 1-150 were still available and a further index for issues 151-170 was planned. He was very grateful to all 
members who had submitted articles and reminded everyone that all articles, both long and short, were always 
welcome. He was especially indebted to both Eric and Sharon for their work in getting Midland Mail printed, packaged 
and into the post as this was clearly no mean feat. Finally, the use of voting slips for the Jon Baker Trophy had been an 
enormous success. 

Our Publications Manager, Chris Jackson, reported that although progress with the County Catalogue update had been 
slow, the printer had completed successfully a trial run with one county, comprising preface, specific illustrations and 
listing. He distributed letters to the County Editors detailing his requirements for county prefaces and specific 
illustrations. Chris said that those who had contributed to the update would be thanked in a general introduction, and 
that he intended that the updated catalogue would be ready for a launch at MIDPEX 2011. 

Alan Godfrey, our ABPS Representative, said that overall the number of affiliated societies remained roughly static, 
although some had left and others had rejoined. However, societies generally were losing members and philatelic 
societies were no exception. He reminded members of the regional events associated with the 2010 Festival of Stamps 
and that Philatelic Congress was to be held in Kenilworth - an event at which there would be much good material on 
show as well as excellent speakers. 

The next item on the agenda was the proposed revised rules - to be the Society Constitution which the Chairman 
stressed was needed to carry the Society through the next decade. The General Secretary gave a summary of the 
proposed changes and of one small amendment to the copies distributed with Midland Mail, an en-or being caused by 
'computer gremlins'. [See page I.] Members approved the Constitution which took immediate effect. 

The election of Officers, Managers and County Editors followed. Mel Matthews was proposed and accepted as 
Chairman for the coming three years while all others were re-elected en bloc. The post of MPF Representative 
remained vacant once again. Alan Godfrey was re-appointed as Examiner of Accounts. 

Richard Farman gave details of the proposed dates and venues of next season's meetings: 
11th September Kington St Michael 8th January Carr's Lane 
16th October Can-'s Lane 12th February Black Country Museum 
13th November Warwick 5th March Streetly 
14th December Sharpe's Pottery Museum 16th April MPF Womboume 

or Museum of Brewing 7th May WORPEX 
14th May AGM and Auction 

Finally, the Jon Baker Trophy for the best article in Midland Mail during 2009 was awarded to Brian Atkins for his 
'Mail between Shropshire & USA, 1849-70'. 

The auction started briskly with the lots donated for Society funds selling for a total of £118.50. There was a superb 
start to the main part of the auction with lot I eventually realising £600. This set the tone for the rest of the day, for 
while there were bargains to be had, many lots were sold well above their estimate. Of particular note were lots: 8 -
£660 (estimate £65), 9 - £240 (£42), 10 - £400 (£90), 226 - £60 (£18) and 362 - £85 (£7). Sales totalled approximately 
£8000, considerably more than in any other auction of our Society, with about 91 % of the lots being sold. 

The Society thanks all those involved in the auction, particularly, among those distributing lots to the buyers, Sharon's 
nine-year old son, Jonathan, who quickly mastered the job, remembering most of the buyers' numbers so that he could 
quickly take their lots to them. 
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THE MEETING ON 24TH APRIL 

There was an excellent attendance at the meeting held in conjunction with the Midland Federation Fair at the Arden 
School, Knowle when Mel Matthews gave a talk, illustrated by many superb slides, on 'Post Boxes'. Mel began in 
sixteenth century Florence where the cathedral contained a box into which people could put notes denouncing other 
members of the congregation. We went then to St Helena where in the seventeenth century letters for incoming 
captains were placed by outgoing captains under the "Cape Stones". An attempt to introduce letter boxes in Paris in 
1635 was not a success. However, in 1758 six letter boxes were erected in Paris, and in 1829 the scheme was extended 
to other towns and villages. 

Mel then turned our attention to this country. He told us that until 1908 sub-postmasters were responsible for providing 
their own letter boxes, and he showed slides of some made of stone or wood. Anthony Trollope, at the time a 
Surveyor's Clerk and who had seen boxes in Belgium and France, in 1852 recommended the erection ofletter boxes in 
the Channel Islands. Mel showed a copy of a notice about the introduction of the "Road-Side Letter Boxes". In 
November 1852, the first pillar boxes were erected at St Relier in Jersey. They were shortly followed by the 
introduction of three on Guernsey. We saw a photograph of a box painted red outside what was then the main post 
office on Guernsey. Another photograph showed a Channel Islands box outside the Head Post Office in Bristol. 

The first pillar box on the British mainland was erected at Botchergate, Carlisle at the end of 1853. A similar box, 
manufactured by John Butt of Gloucester, from the same year is still in use at Barnes Cross near Sherbome in Dorset. 
In the picture that we saw it was painted red, but originally it was painted green as were those in the Channel Islands. It 
was not until 187 4 that the Post Office began to repaint the boxes red, the changeover taking ten years. 

The firm Smith & Hawkes made .a number of pillar boxes at their Eagle Foundry in Birmingham in the 1850s. 
Although three prototypes were meant to be 4ft 6in in height, they turned out to be over 8ft, and cost ten times more 
than any other boxes. One of these was located in New Street and another, of which we saw a superb photograph, was 
placed in the Bull Ring. A second type of box made by Smith & Hawkes had a 'fluted' body and a vertical aperture. 
Examples of this type of box can be found in Warwick and Banbury. Examples of a third version which had a 
horizontal aperture are to be found in Shirley and Malvern. 

A number of octagonal boxes were made in about 1856 by the Derby firm of Andrew Handyside. Two of these are to 
be found in Framlingham, Suffolk. 

As there were so many receiving offices in London there was little need for letter boxes in the capital. Nevertheless, in 
May 1855 six boxes were erected. These showed the distance from the main post office, but they proved to be very 
unpopular as they were so low in height. Consequently, the 'London Ornate Box' came into use between 1857 and 
1859. Made by Smith and Hawkes these boxes had the ape1ture on the top. It was unfortunate that it does sometimes 
rain in this country. 

A less ornate version with the aperture below the rim became the first national standard pillar box in 1859. Many of 
these were made by Cochrane & Co of Dudley. Mel showed a photograph of one with a lamp post on the top. 
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Some non-standard boxes made by Cochrane & Co, three of which are still in use, were supplied to Liverpool. These 
had a crown on the top and bore the words 'POST OFFICE' to denote that they were the property of the Post Office. 

From 1866 to 1879, the hexagonal Penfold became the standard design. Mel showed slides which illustrated the 
various modifications made to that type of box, and an example of one in Studley, Warwickshire. The year 1879 saw a 
reversion to a cylindrical design of pillar box. These had a high aperture and are known as 'anonymous' boxes since 
they had no royal cipher. This was con-ected in 1887. Of particular note was one in Cambridge with spikes on the top. 
(To deter pigeons?) An example of 1883 is to be found in Acock's Green. These standard boxes came in two sizes -
Type A with a slightly larger diameter than the Type B. In 1899, Type C boxes came into use. These were double
width elliptical boxes with two apertures, one for 'town letters' and the other for 'country letters'. 

Mel ended the first half of his talk with a look at wall boxes of the Victorian era, beginning in 1859. Of particular note 
with their characteristic enamel plates were the 'Ludlow boxes', made by James Ludlow of Birmingham for use at sub
o:ffices from 1885. 

After the tea-break, Mel turned his attention to the twentieth century. In 1901, the 'B' Type pillar box was made with 
the aperture in the body, while in 1904 a modified version with the aperture in the door came into use. While the Royal 
Cipher during the reign of Edward VII was of the type E VII R, for George V there was no V - the Cipher was G R. 

In 1924, an experimental telephone kiosk was produced which incorporated a stamp vending machine and a letter box. 
One of these can be seen in the A voncroft Museum, Bromsgrove. It was in the same year that oval signs showing the 
direction to the nearest post office were first placed on the top of pillar boxes. Next, we saw an example of a'D' type 
box with a stamp machine built into the box. From 1930 to 1938 boxes, which were painted blue, were provided for air 
mail letters. A refurbished example can be found outside Windsor Castle, but it is not in use. From 1932 these boxes 
were produced with a double collection plate, one for collection times and one for air mail postage rates. Apparently 
such a box painted red is in use in Maidstone. Mel then showed us slides of the special vans that were used to collect 
the letters from these air mail boxes .. 

Examples of boxes from the short reign of Edward VIII are to be found in Digbeth (Type A) and Yardley (Type B). 
Many of the boxes from that reign had the Royal Cipher of Edward VIII replaced by that of George VI. During WWII 
many pillar boxes were painted in black and white hoops to make them more visible in the blackout. 

Rectangular boxes made from sheet steel (Type F) came into use in 1968. These proved not to be very hard wearing 
and prone to rusting at the bottom, due, no doubt, to dogs. Consequently a cast iron rectangular box (Type G) was 
introduced. Then, in 1979, the Post Office reverted to cylindrical boxes (Type K). 

Mel rounded off his talk with a display of 'Postboxes on Stamps'. I had not realised just how many stamps fit this 
description. 

The fact that we. had been treated to a very informative, entertaining and professionally produced presentation was 
reflected in the warmth of the applause after Derek Smeathers' vote of thanks. 

Some pillar boxes in Oxford 
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THE MAY MEETING 

There was little chance of members straying from the theme for the day when we met at Worcester on 1st May for wee 
had been asked to 'Choose your own Topic'. We were pleased to welcome Jan Gaines from Australia who was on a 
visit to this country. 

Roger Broomfield began the proceedings with a look at some penny posts in Herefordshire, in particular the receiving 
offices at Eardisland and England's Gate in the Leominster Penny Post. Among the items that Roger showed us were: a 
Jetter sent in 1837from Eardisland to Ludlow; a letter from England's Gate to Henley in Arden rated '9' in blue ink and 
a cover franked by Lord Sudeley sent from Brighton on 5th December 1839 - the first day of Uniform Fourpenny Post. 
The theme of local posts was continued by John Soer, but unofficial posts in Leicestershire. We saw items from 
unofficial posts between Leicester and Hinckley, Coventry and Hinckley, Loughborough and Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and 
Atherstone and Measham. 

Material from Tenbury Wells formed Chis Jackson's display, beginning with a plague year letter (1665) which was 
endorsed "with a box". Next came an albino impression of the straight-line mark on a letter of 1743 which was 
followed by other straight-line marks from the 1790s. We saw a number of mileage marks, in particular the first type, 
with a mileage of 134, used in December 1785. Chris then showed us penny black covers and a Mulready before 
ending with duplex marks in various formats. Later, Chris some fascinating material on the fishing industry in Redditch 
- fishing hooks were made there. Of particular note were a number of advertising envelopes which included one which 
showed a superb steel engraving of Samuel Alcock' s factory on the back of the envelope. 

Richard Farman showed some of his latest acquisitions. A letter of 1694 from Dublin to Kensington marked with time 
stamp with a solid heart of the London Penny Post. An officer's letter from HMS Leander sent via Panama was 
charged 1/- postage, while a letter from Corfu to London which had orinally been rated at 2/6 was marked as a 'Free', 
though it did attract a charge in the Twopenny Post. Richard produced a number of 'Frees' including a Money Letter 
sent to the Paymaster General, and one sent during the Seven Years War from Gibraltar to the Gaines Coffee House in 
Edinburgh. 

North Norfolk was John Calladine's chosen area, in particular Walsingham and Wells. After he had told us about the 
history of the shrine at Walsingham, John produced the two-line mark of 1774, the straight-line mark of 1810-11 and 
then the undated circular mileage mark issued in 1826. Wells was represented by a 'WELLS' mark used in 1749 and 
the first type mileage 'WELLS/N. 122 used on a letter from Holkham. 

Jan Gaines produced a wide range of material from Coventry, beginning with the two-line mark 'COVEN/TRY' used in 
1752. This was followed by the straight-line mark from 1797, a boxed mileage 'COVENTRY/91of1803 and the dated 
circular mileage mark used as early as 1806. We saw a number of penny post items covering the period 1815 to 1839. 
Jan ended with the Krag continous impression, circular datestamps and meter marks. 

Roy Summers began with a number of First Day Covers from Wolverhampton which included those featuring 
Wolverhampton Art Gallery, Penn Ecumenical Centre, North West Midlands Mail Centre and Wolves v reading in 
1988. Later, Roy showed a number of surcharge marks such as '2D/908' and '2D/TO PAY/908' of Wolverhampton, and 
'1 YzDITO PAY/75 of Birmingham on a letter sent from South Africa to Wolverhampton. 

Overseas mail to and from Northamptonshire was displayed by Derek Smeathers. We saw a letter sent to Hong Kong in 
1843, one which took four and a half months to reach Australia, and a letter from France with a strike of a very scarce 
Wellingborough skeleton. Notable in a further contribution from Derek was a letter sent in 1936 to Brazil via Paris on 
which the air mail fee of 3/6 had been paid by twenty 1 llzd stamps plus six 2d stamps. A letter from northern Persia was 
endorsed 'via Russia' but had in fact been sent via India. An item sent from Belgium in 1937 went by way of 
Northampton, Massachusetts. 

Next, came two of our Nottinghamshire members. One of Alan Marshall's other interests is 'Birds on Stamps' and it 
was that which he chose for his topic. Alan concentrated in particular on the golden eagle which can be found on the 
airmail stamps of the USA and Germany. We saw a very wide range of covers featuring such stamps. Mick gill began 
with a paper envelope used for the sale of postcards by the postmaster, F.H. Davage of the Kirkgate post office in 
Newark. This was supported by a postcard showing that office. Mick then went on to show postcards featuring post 
offices in the north of the county, including West Stockwith (illustrated on the next page), Clayworth, Misterton and 
Sturton-le-Steeple. 

The variety of material displayed at the meetings devoted to members' one board displays never ceases to amaze. The 
meeting at Worcester was no exception. 
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WEST STOCKWITH POST OFFICE 

The postcard illustrated below was one of those shown by Mick Gill at the meeting in Worcester. An office 'Stockwith' 
opened in 1844 under Gainsborough. In 1859 it became 'West Stockwith'. On the appointment in 189lof Robert 
Smith, grocer and confectioner, whose premises are shown on the card, the office moved to Main Street where it 
remained until 1912. It moved back to Main Street in 1929 but opposite its former site. In 1918, West Stockwith 
became a sub-office of Doncaster. 

TWO LOCAL POST CHARGES ON ONE LETTER 

The letter shown below which was sent from Leicester to Castle Donington in 1936 shows three charges: 
4d for the general Post from Leicester to Loughborough; 
Id for the unofficial post from there to Cavendish Bridge, raising the total to 5d; 
1 d for the unofficial post from Cavendish Bridge to Castle Donington, giving a total of 6d. 
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THE POST OFFICE AND THE CAMBRIAN NEWSPAPER 

by John Calladine 

Adverse press publicity is not a new problem for the Post Office. Nor is the hope that, if a coherent answer is provided, 
the press will give it similar exposure. On 19th March 1835, Mr J. Williams, Editor of The Cambrian newspaper, 
wrote a letter of complaint to the Postmaster General. The Postmaster General, at a time of some turbulence in the 
appointment of Postmasters General, was Lord Maryborough, an appointment he held for little more than four months. 

The Cambrian was founded, as a weekly newspaper, in 1804 and was the first English language newspaper published in 
Wales. Unsurprisingly, it was published in Swansea, where the English language was more usual than in the north of 
the principality. Its circulation extended across South Wales and it is apparent that the mailcoach to Milford Haven was 
used to convey the paper from Swansea to the major towns along the route. Mr William's specific complaint was that 
the London Mail had arrived at Swansea almost five hours late on the previous Friday, which would have been 13th 
March, and the mailcoach was therefore not in the town until just before midnight. While the late arrival of letters from 
London was said to have caused "a great impediment to the commercial transactions of the district", it was the effect 
on the circulation of The Cambrian that concerned him most. It was clearly not an isolated incident because, he says, 
about a fortnight earlier, the mail had arrived "seven hours after the appointed time". Mr Williams writes of the large 
sum of money spent on machinery to print The Cambrian to have it ready in time for the mail coach to carry it to the 
western towns. However their efforts were "completely paralysed" by the irregular and uncertain departure of the 
coach from Swansea. 
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SA'fURDAY, JANUARY 28, 180~'. .... 

The first page of the first edition of The Cambrian newspaper. 
(by courtesy of the Swansea Library & Information Services) 

The writer goes out of his way to refer to the sterling efforts of the Swansea postmaster and, if that were not enough, 
adds a postscript to his letter. 

"I do not in the slightest degree confer any blame on Mr Davies, our postmaster, who is a very 
and admirable public officer". 

accommodating 
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It seems that Mr Davies undertook a "night delivery'', after the arrival of the London letters and the implication is that 
he also distributed The Cambrian. With a need to collect payment for unpaid letters, a midnight arrival of the mail 
probably made that impractical. 

Those whose memory extends to 1994 may recall a series of articles in 'Midland Mail', with the title 'Five over 
Severn', that told of the problems encountered by the Post Office in getting mail across the River Severn, there being no 
bridge across the river below Gloucester. In this instance, The Cambrian had looked into the cause of the delay to the 
London Mail and had been told that it was four hours before the guard and boatman could venture to cross the New 
Passage. Mr Williams asked the Postmaster General to investigate the matter and to provide a more certain means of 
conveyance across the river. This request would hardly have fallen on deaf ears because, at that time, the dreadful 
reputation of the New Passage, which more or less followed the route now taken by the Second Severn Crossing bridge, 
was being considered. 

In a minute to the Postmaster General, Francis Freeling, Secretary to the Post Office, tells him he has examined the 
timebills and he can confirm that the late arrival of the coach was solely due to the "late tempestuous weather and the 
state of the tides at the New Passage". There is some indication that the weather across northern Europe was 
particularly bad at the time. A contemporary report by a coach passenger in northern France, on his way to England and 
written on the same day as Mr Williams' letter, comments: 

" ... and (can) only add that the weather was so windy and stormy that it took away all my inclination to put one's 
head out of the coach". 

It is likely that the newspaper's complaint was the final nail in the coffin of the New Passage ferryboat crossing 
because, within a few weeks, the (London)-Bristol-Milford Haven coach route had been switched to provide a Severn 
crossing at Old Passage, where the boat followed a route (close to the modem Severn Bridge) later used by the Aust 
ferry. 

At the end of his minute to Lord Maryborough, Free ling expresses the hope that, having explained to the Editor of The 
Cambrian the circumstances of the delay which, he said, were beyond human control, the Editor would be moved to 
insert the Post Office's answer in his publication. The Postmaster General indicated his approval. Perhaps their 
concerns were unnecessary. A search of the index to The Cambrian suggests that, whatever the Editor may have 
thought of the poor performance of the mailcoach, he did not share it with his readers. 

A mailcoach in a flood (after James Pollard) but not at the River Severn! 
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STRATFORD-ON-A VON - ONCE THEY HAD A POST OFFICE! 
by Bryan A Jones. 

Until quite recently Stratford-on-Avon had their main post office located just up the road from Shakespeare's 
Birthplace, an ideal location for the steady stream of tourists visiting this site. One additional, and well used, facility 
was the inclusion of a separate Philatelic Counter away from the normal counter positions. With the earlier closure of 
the Philatelic Counter at Birmingham Head Post Office this was the only similar facility available to me, and I spent 
many hours reading through the latest Bulletins (which were always made available) and sorting through whatever 
stock they held to home in on the latest offering from Royal Mail. 

All this is now a distant memory, the post office, although occupying the same premises, is now an appendage to a Co
Op mini-market, and the Philatelic Counter has long since been cleared away to be replaced by a range of fast-food 
shelves! Royal Mail may consider it to be progress, I take quite the opposite view. 

However I have one momento of this now defunct service to philatelists. One afternoon in June 2004 I was happily 
browsing through the latest Bulletin when I noticed that the clerk, who had completed her Sales Returns, then delved 
into her desk drawer and produced a handstamp with which she dated the Return. Craning my neck I could see that this 
was something unique, a datestamp with the word "Postshop" across the top, so I immediately set off in search of the 
local Manager and eventually persuaded him to apply this datestamp to a couple of items I conveniently had available. 
He was at pains to point out that this datestamp was never intended to be used to cancel mail, but I suspect he realised 
that cancelling my two items was the quickest way of getting rid of me. Still I didn't care, I had what I wanted. 

I would imagine that there cannot be many, if any, other examples of this particular datestamp in existence, so for me it 
is a reminder that, just once, I happened to be in the right place at the right time. 

***** 
A TlXALL PARCEL POST LABEL 

I am indebted to Richard Farnv:ni. for prpviding tlJ.e photocopy $l10\Yll below. Note that the rubber handstamp used on 
the label is different from thal used to cancel the !ldbesive. 
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HENLEY-IN-ARDEN -
THE 1832-1850 UNDATED CIRCLE HANDSTAMP 

by Bryan A Jones 

The Henley-in-Arden 23mm diameter undated circle handstamp (type C3) enjoyed a long life, being introduced in 1832 
and surviving until 1850. Examples can be found quite easily, with three colours being used during the life of this 
handstamp, firstly applied in red from 1832 until September 1840, subsequently in black between 1841 and 1847 and 
finally in blue for the final three years of its life. 

Late impressions of this handstamp still show a very clear strike although there is evidence that its use was quite heavy. 
However, I have a cover which causes me to question whether or not this handstamp was in fact replaced about halfway 
through its recorded life. 
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Item I Item2 Item 3 

The handstamp illustrated (item 1) shows its application in red in 1834 and as can be seen it appears to be in good 
condition. The part-cover illustration (item 2) of an item from Blackford Mill Gust outside Henley-in-Arden) to 
Warwick, via Stratford-on-Avon, is dated 4 September 1840, and is, I believe, the latest recorded example applied in 
red. As can be seen the handstamp is in very poor condition. This makes the appearance of a much later example (item 
3) dated 1846, and applied in black, worthy of comment for it is in as good a condition as the earliest example I have 
recorded some 14 years earlier. 

The only conclusion I can draw from this is that an identical undated circle handstamp was introduced around the end of 
1840, at about the time that changeover to the use of black ink occurred. As far as I can tell there is no measurable 
difference in size, style or measurement between the earliest and latest examples illustrated, yet to have restored the 
example used in item 2 to something approaching the state of the later example would have been quite phenomenal. 
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SOUTH WARWICKSHIRE UNDATED CIRCULAR HANDSTAMPS 

One is Good; Two is a Bonus; but Three is Really Special! 

by Bryan Jones 

As anyone knows finding undated circular handstamps from some of the village post offices is always difficult, so when 
you discover a good example you consider yourselflucky. When, however that example is accompanied by not one, but 
two other undated circular handstamps from adjacent villages, well then that is something to savour. The cover 
illustrated, carrying a Birmingham "Spoon" duplex dated 24 January 1855, and addressed to the Secretary to the Gas 
Works at Stratford-on-Avon, fmally arrived the following day at its destination. The interest however is contained in the 
various undated circular handstamps applied to the reverse. 

Three different undated circular handstamps have been applied, in order of application, these are: Ullenhall (the point of 
origin, and a village on the Henley-in-Arden to Redditch road); Tanworth (Tanworth-in-Arden - an adjacent village 
some 3 miles further north towards Birmingham); and finally Hockley Heath (another village some 3 miles north of 
Tanworth on the main Birmingham to Stratford-on-Avon road). As it happens, the point of origin - Ullenhall - is 
closer to the eventual destination, Stratford-on-Avon, than the other two villages, and so with each hand-over this letter 
moved further away from its destination. I surmise that a local carrier wended his way daily from village to village, 
possibly beginning at Henley-in-Arden progressing through the three villages, terminating at Hockley Heath where mail 
collected en-route could be transferred to the Stratford-on-Avon to Birmingham mail coach, before he returned to his 
starting point. Otherwise why travel cross country when the nearest point on the Stratford-on-Avon to Birmingham 
route was only about 3 miles away along a well established road? 

'{ 

~ 1, '·' .. . .. . · . 

The undated circular handstamps, all applied on 23 or 24 January 1855, have added interest:-
Ullenhall (the poorest strike of the three udc's), nearest the centre of the cover, and applied in red, this according to the 
MPF handbook is the only recorded usage. Tanworth, a fme strike in blue. This udc was issued on 23 May 1848, but 
only infrequently recorded in blue between 24 March 1851 and 16 January 1856. Hockley Heath, a good strike also in 
red. Although recorded in use between April 1852 and August 1857, this is the only reported usage in red. 
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A NEW KINETON STRAIGHT-LINE MARKING? 
by Bryan Jones. 

Ian Baker, one of our members in Scotland, originally contacted Eric Lewis with details of a previously unrecorded 
Kineton straight line marking. This request was forwarded to me to see what, if anything, I could add, the answer 
unfortunately was very little. Perhaps one of our other members might be able to help. 

As can be seen from the illustration below this letter, addressed to Rev Henry Roe, Kineton, Warwick, originated in 
Gothenburg, Sweden, on 18 July 1875. A straight line handstamp, KINETON, measuring 31x5mm, has been applied 
in black upper left. 

The question as to whether this was a previously unrecorded arrival marking applied by the Kineton post office, or 
whether it was a private mark added by the recipient, is open to question. 

One thing, however, is clear. This is not a very late usage of the Keinton mileage marking (with mileage removed) for 
that marking, recorded in use up to 1839, has the name spelt in the original manner, namely "Keinton'', furthermore 
these earlier markings all used seriffed lettering. Any further suggestions would be welcomed. 
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ANOTHER ASPECT OF NORTHAMPTON 

by Derek Smeathers 

This refers to an article in 'Midland Mail' in August 2003 when two aspects of Northampton Uniform Postage were 
described. One of them revolved around the Birdsall family who held the post office for many years-part of their 
business"empire'. What was not mentioned was another part ofthat"empire'; as far back as 1830 (and possibly earlier) 
the Birdsalls had held the agency for leading insurance companies, County Fire Office and Provident Life. In the town 
directories, this is an important part of their advertising. But the Post Office took a very dim view of mixing 
commercial advertising with mails, and even into the postcard era of the 1870s examples of printed advertising where it 
would be visible in transit. In all their years managing the post office, the Birdsalls never referred to their post office 
tenure on any of their commercial stationery. 

When they gave up the post office, a new man came to take over, in the same comer building in the town centre at the 
bottom of the Drapery. His name was George Norman Wetton and he was to remain postmaster for the next twenty
five years. He was not part of the Birdsall"empire'and the comer shop became purely the post office. The whole of the 
Birdsalfs library, stationers, printing and publishing businesses were now operated from their extensive property on the 
other side of the Drapery. Wetton improved the post office and to all intents and purposes concentrated entirely on his 
job as postmaster. One small chink in his armour seems to have been that he inherited from Birdsall the insurance 
agencies of County Fire and Provident Life. This is shown in the attached copy of a letter written and signed by Mr 
Wetton in November 1860-the notepaper is headed with a Post Office logo at one side and the insurance companies' at 
the other. Can we assume that he had obtained authority for the use of these logos? The insurers would not have 
objected-they would have been delighted to have their name associated with the Post Office-but that, a government 
department, the Queen's loyal servants? Surely approval would be forthcoming only under some extreme 
circumstances. There is neither cover nor envelope, but the letter refers to a potential shareholder and a'healthy young 
marl' so probably it was addressed to one of the insurers. It does not appear to be on Post Office business! 

Mr Wetton was a very successful postmaster and expanded the post office considerably. In his last couple of years, he 
was searching for new and larger premises which he eventually found at 14/16 Abington Street and the post office 
moved there when he retired in 1872. It was still there more than forty years later. 
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THREE FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 

The letter illustrated below which was sent on 27th December 1786 from Aix la Chapelle to Edinburgh shows three 
Bishopmarks - those of the Foreign Depaqrtment (top left), Inland Office (bottom left) and Edinburgh (top right). 
While there must have been numerous letters for Edinburgh or Dublin from Europe which came through London, I 
cannot recollect having seen before a letter with three Bishopmarks. 

The letter is endorsed "fco Brussel" - paid as far as Brussels, and the '8' on the reverse represents payment for the 
jurney from Aix-la-Chapelle to Brussels. The '7' represents the charge for a double letter from Brussels to Ostend. 
Although the letter contained three sheets, in this country it was also charged as a double letter at 3s. 2d made up of2/
double the packet rate from Germany plus ls/2d (twice 7d for London to Edinburgh). The prepayment at Aix seems to 
have been ignored by the British Post Office. 
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FROM THE BEA VER ARCHIVE 

The copy below is taken from the Birmingham Official Directory for January 1854. 

POST 0 J? FI CE. 
Post 111istrcH-!lfo~ Clot l~vu\ t·t~· - -----1-;;r~~~~-oro.co!l, . --~;;elvn•. ·1 l-ii~tt;,sl DiJp~~d-: 

The }~tier lJox i~ cl11.~t~1l ~l~ 111innte:'\ prc\·i0ug to the _____ 1 
t! tver,., · 

depnrfurnoftbe difi',:r1'ntm:1il~; but ktt-.·r·,nrcrecdvd:.tl C.\STL1' Jlao~.1 wrc:n \lrs.,\,Lr.wi~: Ou.in. 
the window (0:1e Jl<'llliY blump l'Xtru 0111:.11·li)1111tii within Eurno:'\, ,, .• , , , , ... J. Li111hery. ! tl n.m. 
20 minutc:1 1 &. till [1 111i11111i'~ Of th1~ di,p:ileh Of Pach lllllil ( ~ µ 7 

[J p. m. 
f, p.m. 

(3 extra stu1ups t'ach), 11frer 11 hkh uu murti lcttcra can lrn EHDl:iOTO~ • • • • • • • • ba:ic Jame~ { 1 l<l'.tn-· 
forwnr<led hy mail under tli:-ipatch IIA~Di!W.OUTll, } { Hu.m,. 

{

n 
~ p.m. 
0 p.rn. 

ii11m.:311ntler~ When the regular lctti:r Lox: i:l clo,;ed a lntc Jetter box h ··· SoliOii ree·C, •• ,. 3 p.m. 
opened for the rct:.epti,m of tbo:;tJ to 1-(u by q11h:iequenl muib HiiliOli':;le· ......... ~. Du1-trnore 

{ 
~JJ.lla.!U 

10,_,.ru, 

.AltPndnnce 1:1 ~iv1'n at the puid letter window from (i in K nw':1 No IlTO:i ••• • Tlio<, l!t·ms ! p. 8 n. m: ~ ti.4 p.m. 
the ruornill[l' until midiiight ~IOSEl.EY ........... ThJ<. Bir1I 

1 

7 a.111. ,,..;(:i-p.m. 

Tl l Id r . b I tl . d 'I NOR'fllPlP.LD, ...... Jl)S<·ph Jolee } p. 7 11.m. i p tip.ID. 
1erearetm:ei:;enera e1ver1e:1 ye ercarrrer~, a1y, PEHHYlJAH.lt. ...... Hohi.Cra'!J' 8u.m. 5p.ro. 

the flr•t cornmencin~ at 7 a.m. the 5eeonrl nt
1 

noon, &.
1
thP. S-:u inHWICK~ ••• Joph. Verno11 () u.m. ~ p.7 p.m. 

the third at 4 p.m. except on sun<lays, when t wre is 011.y a n·mcuprn~o:::: .. :. I. Moore 
momi11g delivery ---·-·----- { 'f 'I yJ 

S ,, r~. ·' ur . 
The Monev Order office!,; open from 0 a.ru. until.) p.m. lLl.LLIIBATII ••• • S•uart 

111n<lays e~r.epkd · EooBASTOY ........ John Taylor 
-----------·---------·----- PeNss ............. A11n :\[,.rtin 
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SUTTO~ ••••••••• , •• E. BPech 
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Derhy railway............ l:! 0 P.M. · .OLDDC"RY ........... J. Lowe 
ton<lon ni~ht mail down... 1l IO CURDWORTU ....... Ed. Curtn 
Lon<lontfaymuilup....... g 0 YARDLEY ........... Ja111~gC!Jell 
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1 ~00 A.:1.1. SPAH.KBHOOK .... : .. Jol.rn :\!~~-'---·-·--------· __ _ 

Bristol local mail ... ,...... v 

II'. ll. 
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1 30 P,:U:. 
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LiverE.Q.OI tra!!!.... ..... •• • 11 0 LIST OP PLACES I:\ Tirn Brn:ur~G!{.\..\! DELIVERY. 
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1
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0 
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Actonmessenger.-;o;-:...... G 0 Ba;r Hei.iey-in-Artlen Srnnll.Heu1h 
Halesown.ri<le(coat:.LS:cart) G ::>~ Barrels Green Hill Srn<tbwick 
Elrnrion mes;;e11ger........ G 0 Bedlern'~ End Hocklev &. Heath S11 fw ___ . 
vuc!J?,):.&.JC_iugswi1if0rd rid_e 5 30 Bentley fl.,ath Kin:?'~ He:i.tb s .. lihull 
.Leami{IZtOn..... •• .. ..... 3 :10 

1 
Berwo'1<l Hall King',. Norton Svarkhror.k 

Tum worth ri<.le....... ••• .. • 2 45 1 Bickerihi!I Kno..,.Je Spriroi.die!d 
Cbip.j}1f:g'Norton......... 2 4-5 ~Birchfield Lanl!lev ;3umwer Hill 
Stourport................ 2 30 I BordiSfey & Hall Lapp~ll .:::111ton Coldfield 
HOK1lettr:I ••••••••••••••• • 2 J 5 I Branderden Lapworlh Tan,b.v 
G., .. -·---· ·1 1 15 B :I Lea•o~. e" Tanworth oacester ra1 wily ... ·.... 1 • :a' es. , - " , 

1 
n I 11 

Gloucester &. 'fl_yg~!~ } 7 45 P.:'>l. .-·Eromwich (Cast1e) Lightwoo<h Temp e '1 ;a 

------~~e~x~p~re::o'_$:_;~~m~_;;ai;..:I.:.·:.··:.:·:..:·:..:·..:·..:•.:.•:.•.!_.!.------ i C~tle Bromwich ~.Iar.ey Theh·1·weil 
I Church Bickenhall :\lo;elev & Hale Uhr:b:dl I Cind«r Hill :\loo re Green U whl!r,lacle 
: Cla1 erdon ~fo,,re Lar.e Wake GrePn 

utters are I '· .~eac"1•!:I-; Green Wal'ker'.i Heath 
I Doc Ban.: " E d 

•· H JI Nor1!.fldd Ward r. di;pa~bed from 'Dud<!Pston"" a 
0

,
0
ott \Va-;l;wood Heath 

all h I Edzha-;ton ~ k Hill 
t e E·mdon Packwood 'Veatberoa 

Park Hall \\'ehb's Green "'"cei'vin,,rr llon3~3 :, Erdina,,ton ,,., JI G 
J.l.C j Fazle·· Perry_ <'L J111Jl "e i reen 

at i past 2 Four bakJ Hall I'lpe Ball Windmill End 
' kl Q·1iuton Witton & i pa3 t 8 p.m. : F_ran ey 4 y d' 2 · R1'·l!!a.cre a.r ,ey i b ran:re -
'.Green Lanes Roundi Green 

3 30 
3 'l' ~i) 

3 30 
3 30 
7 0 
7 0 
7 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
7 50 
9 0 

10 0 
10 30 
10 0 
10 25 
10 46 
11 10 

Receivin?; ho:ises :-
107 & H:i3 As HT ED ROW., ....... ••• 
221 BRISTOL STREET ............ •" 

98 BRO.\D STREET, lsr.r~Grox .. .. 
52 HIGH STREET, DEUITEXn ..... • 
18 DUDDESTOX now ............. . 
3,) L!.NCA.STER STREET ...... ••••• 

123 S.isn PITS ....................... •• 
l KE':i'IOX STREET ............. . 

90 ..\STO:i ROAD ........... •• ..... • 
78 HIGHG.lTB ................... . 
1 WELLI:\GTO~ RO~D .... """" 

LozEi:.L:_? ....... • • • • • •• • • ••• • ·' 
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A RECENT ACQUISITION 

The envelope shown below, and sent in 1845, shows a strike of the 'Lutterworth!Penny Post' handstamp which was 
issued on 3rd April 183 8 after the introduction of a penny post with receivin§ offices at Ashby Parva and Ullesthorpe. 
The reverse shows a partial strike of the Lutterworth dated circle for 27 October 1845 along with a very good 
impression of the Bruntingthorpe UDC issued on 28th June 1844. While the receiving offices in the Atherstone/Ashby
de-la Zouch penny posts used their 'village type' penny post handstamps after 1840, I have not before seen one issued 
to a post town used after 1840. All my other copies of the UDCs of the Lutterworth sub-offices were sent out of the 
district. Does anyone have a cover sent to Lutterworth from one of its sub-offices in the 1840s? Did this practice occur 
anywhere else in the Midlands? 
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, c lctltrd1orth:. · · 
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THE NEXT MIDLAND MAIL 

.1 

'; 

It is intended that this will appear by mid-August along with next season's programme. There is a need for articles 
which should be sent to: 

John Soer, 5ld, Barkham Road, Wokingham RG41 2RG 


